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Preliminaries

The EIC Project includes both the facility and the (project) detector,


The next formal decision step in the project, CD-(2)3, requires a (pre-)TDR.


It takes little imagination that the formal (pre-)TDR will be a rather vast document driven by the EIC Project; (our) assumption is 
that the experiment component will be written to purpose on an aggressive timeline in (continued) close collaboration between 
the project and collaboration.


John Lajoie presented a preview of the timeline and proposed approach to the collaboration during the ePIC General Meeting 
past December 14, 2023 — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21120/
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Preliminaries

The EIC Project includes both the facility and the (project) detector,


The next formal decision step in the project, CD-(2)3, requires a (pre-)TDR.


It takes little imagination that the formal (pre-)TDR will be a rather vast document driven by the EIC Project; (our) assumption is 
that the experiment component will be written to purpose on an aggressive timeline in (continued) close collaboration between 
the project and collaboration.


John Lajoie presented a preview of the timeline and proposed approach to the collaboration during the ePIC General Meeting 
past December 14, 2023 — c.f. https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21120/


Elke Aschenauer and Rolf Ent gave a preview of what the experiment component of the TDR could look like during the past 
Collaboration meeting in Warsaw — c.f. https://indico.cern.ch/event/1238718/


For the (narrower) purpose of tracking, it seems natural to consider an existing tracking subsystem TDR to initiate our discussion.

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/21120/




Detector performance — ITS2 outline (chapter-7):


• Experimental conditions, requirements, detector specifications


• Simulation tools and models, reconstruction tools


• Track and vertex reconstruction performance


• What-if scenarios, including failure / redundancy questions




Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

A quadrant of key performance metrics.  Note that total momentum, kT, etc are more natural reconstructables for EIC purposes.



Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

Comparison(s) and correspondence of simulation results with beam measurements.



Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

Detailed metrics, in the case of ITS2 demonstrating improvement from the proposed upgrade.



Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

These figures would seem not so likely to have 
direct analogues / companion figures for EIC


However, PID is obviously essential at the EIC.

Joint tracking and PID session may advance

this area.



Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

Projected performance ranges for variations in instrument metrics.



Figure set from the ITS2 TDR — Chapter 7

Demonstrations of redundancy and associated performance impact.



Detector performance — ITS2 outline (chapter-7):


• Experimental conditions, requirements, detector specifications


• Simulation tools and models, reconstruction tools


• Track and vertex reconstruction performance


• What-if scenarios, including failure / redundancy questions


Some of my (ES) notes towards the EIC TDR:


• Semi-inclusive (spin-)structure functions are key physics and often a function of transverse momentum kT and k⊥ (not pT)


• Consider track-pair resolutions (invariant mass) and possibly resolutions within jets; VM production, heavy-flavor, etc.


• Tracking into PID subsystems will need / benefit from collaboration with the PID working group(s)


• Consider effects of mis-alignments, missing layers


• Consider detector response, noise, and (other) backgrounds


• There are no standalone tracking-specific requirements for the MPGD+TOF subsystem(s) in terms of resolution


• Workforce challenges/issues


• Discussion now, shared document to “specify figures”, follow-up subsequent tracking WG meeting(s)



